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Abstract
Biomedical wearables have been manufactured to help monitor patient health conditions. They can benefit the
patients much more in the new intelligent‐manufacturing era with the help of smart cloud‐based distributed‐
production system and machine learning algorithms which are increasingly adopted to assist in identifying risk
factors, predicting disease outcomes and recommending treatment plans, etc. Diabetic complications, including
diabetic foot ulceration (DFU) are significant concerns globally so it is of importance if smarter biomedical
wearables can be invented to counter such diseases. A design framework for an integrated Clinical Decision
Support System (CDSS) footwear is proposed in this study. Manufactured within an online distributed production
system, the footwear can monitor foot conditions of diabetic patients with embedded sensors, exchange data
with medical professionals via wireless communication technology, provide health care recommendations and
even diet plans, identify those patients at high risks of DFU, and provide society‐wide disease control strategies.
Using foldable solar panels and walking kinetic system, it is also self‐sufficient in energy. The proposed CDSS can
substantially improve diabetic patients’ health care and reduce medical burdens of DFU in the coming decade.
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1 Motivation
Diabetes is one of the most challenging diseases in the world not only because the number of patients keeps
growing but also because there are many diabetic complications which have caused substantial medical, economic
and social losses to these patients. In the year 2035, as a result of the advancement of life sciences, the average
life expectancy of human will be expanded significantly. Since the prevalence of diabetes increases with age, the
disease will still be a challenge we face. As one of the common complications, a diabetic foot ulcer (DFU) is an
open sore or wound usually located on the bottom of foot and occurs primarily due to peripheral neuropathy
(nerve damage) or vascular disease (poor blood circulation) [1]. DFU can be prevented and diagnosed by proper
foot care and regular foot examine. Early DFU treatment is effective. However, some diabetic patients particular
those in developing countries and remote areas without adequate medical education and experienced caring
professionals still neglect foot care, which may lead to foot ulcers, gangrene, or even amputations. It is estimated
that lifetime incidence of DFU may reach 25% [2] and more than 50% of foot ulcers reoccur after three years from
initial treatment [3], so it is important to research on how to prevent and predict DFU.
Adequate foot care and routine foot examination are crucial to prevent foot ulceration. Besides, customized
therapeutic footwear including shoes and insoles can effectively reduce foot pressure or offload foot, and
therefore is also a proven preventive method of DFU [4]. More studies have shown that designed diabetic
footwear can significantly reduce the reoccurrence of DFU [5‐9]. Diabetic therapeutic shoes and inserts are even
covered by Medicare [10]. Hence, better diabetic footwear is necessary to help diabetic patients prevent foot
ulcers. Recent studies on risk factors and predictive models greatly help us understand DFU and how can people
predict the disease. However, such findings remain in medical professionals. They have not been widely adopted
in the manufacturing of diabetic footwear. There is a gap between academia and industry.
1.1 The Needs for Smarter Diabetic Footwear and CDSS
Functionality and Input Information. The functionality of the current diabetic footwear is limited to the
prevention of DFU, without exploring the potential of footwear as a powerful tool to predict the occurrence of
DFU and collect data to make individually comprehensive health plans. People wear shoes every day, so it makes
sense if we integrate predictive models and data analytic models into the therapeutic footwear to make it a multi‐
functionality device of the clinical decision support system. Previous studies utilize in‐shoe sensors to monitor the
plantar pressure and foot skin temperature to predict DFU. However, this is not enough. The risk factors of DFU
include not only foot monitoring information but also patient demographic information, lab tests and comorbidity
information. A more comprehensive and reliable model can be built by integrating these data together.
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Customization. Most diabetic shoes on the market are mass manufactured and not tailored for individual diabetic
patients. High depth and wide orthopedic are the two common features. These shoes are not personalized, so
they are not even comfortable. Also, there are only limited styles and colors to choose from. As a result, the use
rates of these shoes are quite low, particularly among female diabetic patients [11].
Low cost, high efficiency, low energy consuming and highly personalized. Nowadays, some manufacturers
partner with doctors and orthopedists to offer tailored diabetic therapeutic shoes. Patients’ feet are manually
scanned with special measuring equipment and customized shoes are made based on the prescriptions. However,
these shoes are costly, and the manufacturing is time‐consuming, which limit the prevalence of therapeutic
footwear. Some researchers employ computer‐aided design and reverse engineering techniques to facilitate the
design and manufacturing of therapeutic shoe lasts [12, 13], but such efforts are not enough. What diabetic
patients need is more affordable, easily accessible and diversified therapeutic footwear. What’s more, with the
excessive exploitation of traditional energy sources and increasingly mature of new energy technologies,
recyclable footwear with green or self‐sufficient energy solutions will be desired in the coming decade.
Open innovation design networks, self‐evolving, and no entry barrier. Current products and health system have
many issues with personal privacy, intellectual properties, decision authority, etc. In the digital age, we expect an
open decision support system shared by everyone. CDSS are designed as an open innovation. Mass collaboration
and public bidding are encouraged. The formation of the network of CDSS is dynamic and highly flexible. It
supports centralized decision making, such as the social disease control plans made by the government; it supports
decentralized decision making, such as medical plans for a specific group or a person made by regional health
services; it supports peer‐to‐peer (P2P) service flows, such as P2P medical service or P2P product upgrade service.
In such a network, anyone can play any role. Since all activities are data‐driven, people share to gain, and a third
party supervises all online activities to ensure legitimacy, fairness and sustainability.
1.2 Gaps, Hypotheses and Requirement List
Given the above motivations of studying DFU, I summarize the gaps and my hypotheses of filling the gaps, and the
corresponding requirements in Table 1. In this essay, I propose a design framework to facilitate mass
customization of the footwear and the CDSS, integrate the footwear into an intelligent health system for each
individual, enable the footwear to “talk to” the other health devices, and share necessary information in the cloud
with appropriate parties to support further decision making both in clinics and in design and manufacturing. In
this essay, I start from the conceptual design (Section 2.1), then go into the process design (Section 2.2), give some
technological foundations of the design realization (Section 2.3) and discuss the potential contributions and way
forward (Section 3).
Table 1 Gap Analysis Table
Gaps to be filled
Automatically collecting
data for prediction of the
risk factors and integrating
them to the health system
Predicting and therefore
preventing the
reoccurrence of DFU;
Supporting to make
individual treatment and
prevention plans and

Hypotheses
Mapping information from end‐
users to design space [14];
Mapping information from
patients to clinical decision
making
Mapping the information from
devices including but not limited
to footwear to visualized,
common languages with
probability curve of DFU and
other possible diseases over time

Requirements
By embedding sensors appropriately, integrating the
foot data into the health data pool;
Extracting the relevant data from the health data
pool;
Exchanging data of multiple devices for an individual
By using machine learning technologies to analyze
the data for each sub‐category of patients [15], such
as ethnic group, gender, age, other disease
attributes, etc., we predict the reoccurrence of DFU
more accurately and therefore take precautions;
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societal disease control
plans based on group
health information

Put each individual’s information into a social data
pool, we predict the probability of other possible
diseases and capture the trend of a group for the
relevant data‐users to do further analysis and take
actions for the social benefit [16]

Automating mass
customization of the
footwear, serving patients
of different types, in
different stages,
considering differences in
gender, comfort,
appearance, etc.

Automating the process of
providing highly‐customized
footwear products and health
service with mass‐production
cost and efficiency

By incorporating the customer order decoupling point
(CODP) positioning module into the manufacturing
model, we can facilitate mass customization,
considering multiple market segments

Green solution: self‐
sufficient in energy and
recyclable

Green energy solutions;
Green, recyclable materials;
Automatically renewing the
footwear for each individual due
to their foot changing, sensor
malfunctioning, etc. based on the
data collected from them

By using solar energy in the day or in the areas with
sufficient sunshine, transferring human movement
energy at night or in the areas with limited sunshine;
By using the highly‐permeable, self‐renewable green
materials for the shoes and chips; special bending
sensors

2 Design Framework
2.1 Conceptual Design
I identify there are four stake‐holders of design, manufacturing and using the CDSS – diabetic patients, healthcare
providers, footwear manufacturers and system designers. I propose the following design principles for the CDSS
therapeutic footwear.






Patron centered. The design tries to meet the needs of the diabetic patients, including comfort,
effectiveness to prevent and predict DFU, affordability, attractiveness, accessibility. The accessibility
means that it is convenient for the patients to measure their feet, to select their own shoe styles, to order
it and have the shoes delivered.
Data driven. The footwear is not a pair of shoes alone. It generates data, exchanges data with hospitals
and clinics, analyzes data and provides health care advices as well as clinical decision support to medical
professionals.
Manufacturing efficient. The manufacturing should be highly automatic and energy efficient, following a
mass customization process, using recyclable materials and maintaining economic sustainability.
Reusable‐knowledge configuration. The reusable knowledge in this design frame include generic
knowledge in design of wearable devices, design of data integration systems

By designing the CDSS as an open innovation, mass collaboration of experts from different domains must account
for the system integration and multi‐disciplinary decision making [17]. Therefore, the designer, manufacturer,
healthcare provider and patients are all users as well as contributors of the CDSS. See Figure 1. All of them give
added value to the system and benefit from it. They share and gain from participating in the system and together
they improve it continuously. People, entities and devices can play any one or more of the roles at any time.
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Figure 1 Participants of the CDSS and Their Input and Output
2.2 Process Design
Some of the features of 2035 CDSS are existed now, whereas the others will be coming out soon. We show them
separately in Table 2. In the coming age, new features include sharing the cloud computing with appropriate users
with permission, integrating multiple processes, passing through information and capturing the uncertainties,
automating the processes, and allowing participants to take dynamic roles of the system.
Table 2 Features of the 2035 CDSS
Features of CDSS can be realized now

Features of CDSS that will be realized in 2035

Sharing footwear collected data and in the cloud,
and using cloud computing to support decision in
disease detecting

Integrating multiple data sets without invading personal privacy
or infringing intellectual property – personal health data, public
health data, manufacturing data, etc.

Integrating design and manufacturing phases
Integrating design, manufacturing, diagnosing phase
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or
Coupling material selection and dimension design,
or coupling dimension design and sensor embedding

Enabling mass customization

Doing design and manufacturing automation of the
single product

Doing concurrent design of:
material design + dimension design + sensor embedding

Automating mass customization

Doing design, manufacturing and treatment automation of the
processing system

2.3 Some Technological Foundations of the Design
Machine learning algorithms. Among all the technologies that facilitate the realization of CDSS, machine learning
algorithms are the key because they support all the functionalities in CDSS – DFU prediction, treatment plan
making, mass customization automation, system evolution, etc. Biomedical engineering is one of the fastest
growing fields in modern manufacturing. By integrating evolving medical practices with latest machine learning
technologies and manufacturing expertise, bioengineering can substantially improve the healthcare effectiveness
and reduce medical burdens both physically and economically. In DFU prediction, there are a lot of clinical studies
on the risk factors of DFU [2, 3, 18‐22]. Risk factors or predictors of DFU can be grouped into three categories:





Demographic information. Patient gender, race, age, body weight (body mass index), smoking and marital
status, etc.
Lab tests and comorbidity information. Such factors include foot insensitivity test, vibration perception
measurement, blood pressure, blood tests, urine test (proteinuria), insulin use, poor vision (retinopathy),
hyperkeratosis, duration of diabetes, a history of amputation or foot ulcer, etc. These data are not
necessarily collected in the real lab of clinics but can be acquired by personal devices in 2035.
Foot monitoring. Foot deformity, plantar pressure, foot skin temperature, etc.

Some machine‐learning‐based predictive models are proposed in [23‐25]. Algorithms including logistic regression,
decision trees, random forest, support vector machines, and neural networks are explored and satisfying
performances are achieved. New algorithms will come out from time to time but each of them has pros and cons.
There is not a single algorithm that can deal with all kinds of prediction problems perfectly, but rules and
technologies on algorithm selection, combination and reproduction can manage the hassle of method selection.
These are fundamental technologies that can be incorporated and expanded into our Clinical Decision Support
System (CDSS) design framework. Given the clinical findings and the machine learning algorithms we have and
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may invent in 2035, the input and expected output of each sub‐system of CDSS are summarized in Figure 2. We
expect the output can benefit individuals as well as a community or a society, and also contribute to the
improvement of the design, manufacturing, and diagnosing sub‐systems.

Figure 2 Expected Input and Output of the Machine Leaning Algorithms of CDSS
A knowledge‐based platform. Structuring and forming such decision‐support networks are dynamic tasks. We
use templates [26] to capture and standardize the real‐time data from clinic database, terminal equipment and
devices especially the footwear. To make relatively accurate and efficient decisions without occupying too much
computing resource, the knowledge‐based platform supports centralized, decentralized and peer‐to‐peer (P2P)
networks to make decisions.

Figure 3 A Knowledge‐Based Platform Support Different Networks
Self‐evolving design loop supports mass customization improvement. To realize mass customization, the
customer order decoupling point (CODP) should be positioned wisely and dynamically during different phases of
a product life cycle. CODP is the position in a supply chain that the standard components of the products are last
stored. Upstream of the CODP including CODP, the supply chain is using make‐to‐stock production based on
demand forecast, whereas downstream of the CODP, the supply chain is using make‐to‐order production based
on customers’ order. I proposed to use the Formulation‐Exploration framework in Figure 4 to position the CODP
based on the real‐time data to facilitate continuous improvement of mass customization. The problem is
formulated in a relatively robust form – compromise Decision Support Problem (cDSP), in which designers
minimize the distance between what can be achieved and the aspiration. Approximation algorithms such as
Adaptive Linear Programming (ALP) algorithm are used to simplify the problem to a doable level. By exploring the
design preferences, multiple goals can be fulfilled to different extents under various situations. By analyzing the
capacity, the segments with limited capacity are pinpointed and corresponding improvements are done. By
running these steps in a loop, the CODP is positioned in a dynamic manner with the changes of the external
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environment, therefore, mass customization is automated and continuously improved to assist the evolving
requirements from patients and clinics.

Figure 4 The Formulation‐Exploration Framework to Support Mass Customization
By applying machine learning technologies, knowledge‐based planform and self‐evolving design loop, we can
meet the first three requirements in Table 1. Therefore, we can conclude that the design framework in Figure 1
and the features in Table 2 can be realized.

3 Closure
The proposed CDSS design framework may have the following contributions. Firstly, the design framework
integrates cutting edge medical research findings with matured machine learning techniques to transform a
footwear to a reliable CDSS to better tackle the DFU concern. The footwear is more customized and thus more
comfortable, help prevent and predict the occurrence of DFU, provide health care suggestions and eventually
improve the health conditions of diabetic patients as well as reduce the heavy medical burdens of DFU.
Secondly, the design framework employs novel manufacturing concepts including mass customization and cloud‐
based distributed manufacturing platforms so that multiple objectives including highly customized, low costs,
adaptive and efficient productions can be achieved at the same time. Like Uber has greatly changed the taxi
industry, such concepts will undoubtedly change the footwear manufacturing in the 2035 era.
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Following the proposed design framework, we can make smart CDSS diabetic footwear that are affordable to
almost all diabetic patients, effective in preventing and predicting DFU and thus help counter the DFU
complication.
There are several challenges for the implementation of the proposed design framework. The first challenge is the
integration of patient electronic health records which are important input variables of the machine learning
predictive models in the proposed CDSS footwear. Electronic health records especially clinical encounters, medical
diagnoses and lab test results are highly sensitive, under strict protection and hardly accessible to ordinary medical
device makers at present. Both the patients and the authorities have concerns on the spread of such information.
Hence, the new footwear needs to convince all the shareholders in the whole system that patient medical
information is strictly controlled and safely employed. It takes time and with the increasing awareness of smart
medical devices, it is reasonable that there will be good solutions ready to this challenge in the 2035 era.
Another challenge is mass customization which aims to achieve customized production at very low costs. A lot of
studies have been conducted on the mass customization techniques such as the theory and implementation of
CODP, and significant progress has been made so far. However, the progress is not satisfying enough. Customized
production is still costly. With the rapid development of technologies like Internet of Things and cloud‐based
distributed manufacturing, we think this challenge will be significantly resolved.
The accreditation of machine learning algorithms in disease prevention and prediction is another challenge. There
have been disputes about the reliability and accountability of these algorithms in the health care practice. The
good news is that matured algorithms are getting more trust from authorities and medical professionals. FDA has
approved for the first time a machine learning imaging analysis algorithm to be used to detect diabetic retinopathy.
It is expectable that the CDSS footwear empowered with matured machine learning algorithms to prevent and
predict DFU get accredited in the 2035 era.
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